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ABSTRACT 

Key-words: coastal sedimentation; eustatie changes; stratigraphic architecrure; tectonics; accommodation space; Cainozoic. 

A detailed knowledge of the 3-0 arrangement and lateral facies relationships of the stacking patterns in coastal deposits is 
essential to approach many geological problems such as pmise tracing of sea level changes, particularly during small scale fluctua
tions. These are useful data regarding the geodynamic evolution of basin margins and yield profit in oil exploration. Sediment 
supply, wave-and tidal processes, coastal morphology, and accommodation space generated by eustasy and tectonics govern the 
highly variable architecture of sedimentary bodies depo~itcd in coastal sett ings. Butthcse parameters change with time, and ero
sional surfaces may play a prominent role in areas located towards land. Besides, lateral shift of erosional or even depositional loci 
veryofien results in destruction of large parts of the sediment record. Several ease srudies illustrate some commonly found arrange
ments offacies and their distinguishing features. The final aim is to get the best results from the sedimentological analysis of coastal 
units. 

RESUMO 

Paiavn.s-(:hllve: sedimenta,<ao costeira; vari~ eustAricas; arquitecrura estratigrifiea; tect6nica; espa~ de aco~o; Cenoz6ico. 

o conhccimento dctalhado do llminjo trid imensional e das reia,<Oes laterais de mcies nos depositos costeiros slio essenciais para 
definir, corn prccislio, as varia~ do nlvel do mar, em especial as flutualVOes de pequena escala. Estas fomecem dados uteis para 0 

rcconhecimento da evolu~o geodinirnica das rnargens das bacias bem como para a pesquisa e explo~lio de petrOieo. 0 aearreio 
sedimentar, os proccssos ondulatorios e de mares, a morfologia costeira e ° espa,<o de acomoda~o gerado pela eustasia e pela 
tect6nica slio os responsaveis pela arqui tectura muito variavel dos corpos sedimcntares deposilados em ambientes costeiros. Todavia, 
estes pari-metros variam no tempo, e as superficies de erosJ:o podem tcr papel importante nas areas pr6ximas do continente. Alem 
disso, a deslocal;io lateral da erode DU mesmo lacunas scdimentares conduzem, corn frequencia, a destroi~o de parte significativa 
do registo sedirnentar. Apresentam-se exemplos que ilustrarn alguns arranjos frequentes de faeies e os seus parimelrOs caracteristicos 
corn vista a obler os rnelhores resultados na analise sedimcntologica das unidades cosleiras. 

INTRODUCTION 

The linoral is an unstable zone that comprises marine 
and terres trial domains very sensit ive to a variety of 
geological processes. Waves and tidcs play a most 
important role in the coastal dynamics, and their mutual 
interaction accounts for redistribution of the sediment 
budget causing accumulation o r erosion. Changes of sea 
level greatly modify the area reached by these agents in 

the course of time. 
Waves move sediment and tend to accumulate it in 

beaches. Thus, the incoming waves are really a barrier to 
thc seaward movement o f sediment derived from the 
cont inents. Storm waves produce erosional surface.>. The 
erosiveeffcct is particularly great during transgressions due 

to the landward disp lacement of the surfzonc across former 
cmergent parts of the coast that were topographically more 
elevated. 

Tides cause periodic oscillations of sea level that are 

felt mainly in areas where geographical consu:ictions such 
as shoals and straits restrict the free movement of water 

masses and generate c urrents that sweep the bottom. 
Astronomical tides induced by the attraction of thc SWl 
and Moon in large basins cause periodic reversion offlow 
and oscillating current velocities. I n contrast, 
meteorological tides caused by piling up of water on the 
coast, either periodically or not, are important in microtidal 
or tideless coasts because they increase the area reached by 
the surf zone. From the a sedimentological point o f view, 
the main differences between beaches and tidal flats refer 
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to slope, source of sediment and dominance of waves or 
tidal currents. But this simple scheme changes from cliffs 
to beaches, barrier islands and lagoons, tidal flats , and 
estuaries. 

In other words, the (morpQ.o-) sedimentary units 
deposited in coastal settings exhibit a highly variable 
stratigrapbic arctlitecture, that is mainly governed by 
fac tors as sediment supply, wave- and tidal processes, 
coasta l morp hology and accommodation space. 
Seaward, these coastal sedimentary units interfinger with 
muddy shelf deposits, but landward these either end 
abruptly, or show rapid facies changes to tidal, lagoonal, 
washover-fan and fluvial deposits. With time the pattern 
becomes more complicated as the above mentioned factors 
change, especially when landward erosional surfaces start 
to play a prominent role as soon as a position above base 
level is reached. 

GLACIO·EUSTAS.Y 

TECTO-EUSTASY 

-
GEOIDAL EUSTASY 

.. ----

EUSTASY AND COASTAL ENVIRONMENTS 

Despite daily or weekly oscillations, it is possible to 
establish a mean sea level that is considered 'stable' or 
' fIXed' at the scale of human life and serves as reference 
darum for topographic purposes. The thcoretical datwn in 
Spain is thc mean level of the Mediterranean Sea in 
Alicante, but it actually fluctuates somc 20 to 30 crn/yr. 
These small-scaJe oscillations are a response to variations 
of atmospheric pressure, evaporation, volume of oceanic 
currents, and cbanges of water density due to varying 
temperature and salinity. In the Northern Hemisphere the 
mean sea level is topographically higher in autumn and 
lower in early spring. 

Suess fi rs t used the tenn eustasy in late 19th Century to 
refer to changes of levcl in oceans assuming that tbey were 
coeval and of global extent. Late~ reali sation of the 
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tectonic and glacial components of eustasy led to the 
incorporation of the terms glacio-eustasy and tectono
eustasy. Momer (1976) coined the term geoidal eustasy 
after measw-ements from satellites revealed that the irregu
larity of the geoid also causes eustatic changes. At present 
it is widely acknowledged that the sea level moves 
continuously both vertical and horizontally forced by 
changes in the lithosphere and the hydrosphere and their 
different velocity of response (Fig. I). Thus, the term 
eustasy applies to any change of sea level regardless of it 
being or not global and coeval. 
Glohal fac tors such as the "glacio-eustatic general sea
level rise" that took place after the Last Glacial Maxi
mum until ca. 7 000 yr. BP (Goy et al., 1996) control the 
present position of coastlines, but regional facto rs also 
contribute significantly 10 their evolution and trends. In 
the coasts of the Southern Iberian Peninsula, there are three 
main regional factors. ( I) The geographic location 
(between 36°-40° N and 3°E-9°W) largely controls the 
weather and climatic trends. (2) The tectonic framework 
(boundary between the European and African plates) 
where numerous faults active during the Late Pleistocene 
and Holocene have affected the coastline producing 
uplifting or subsidence (Zazo et a/., 1994). (3) The effects 
of the interchange of Atlantic and Mediterranean waters 
through the Gibraltar Strait. 

During ellstatic oscillations the coastal envirorunents 
move laterally tens to hundreds of kilometres and verti
cally tens to hundreds of metres depositing sedimentary 
units that vcryoften are disconnected lateral!y and far away 
from each other. The laterally shifting high-energy surf 
and breaker zones cut erosional surfaccs. Eustatic falls 
expose large areas to subaerial erosion. 

Apart from presently known possibilities to discriminate 
the vertical upward and downward relative movement of 
sea level within sequences of coastal deposits, a more 
complicated effort is to incorporate the three-dimensional 
evolution of the shoreline. Another complex:ity is the 
determination of the timeframe in which the distinguished 
patterns of coastal sequences have been formcd. Generally, 
coastal deposits do not easily lend themselves for prccise 
dating of successive depositional steps. Recent and 
subrecent deposits form an exception, e.g. through J4C 
dating possibilities. Although sequence stratigraphy helps 
to distinguish related sediment packets deposited under 
conditions of varying accommodation space, careful 
sedimcntological analysis should prccede a sequence 
stratigraphic scheme (Van Wagoner & Bertrams, 1995). 
Even then it is good to keep in mind that the number of 
variations on the general sequence stratigraphic model is 
limited only by the imagination (posamentier & Alien, 
1993). 

EUSTATlC CHANGES AND STRATIGRAPHlC 
ARCHITECTURE 

Sea level rises do not necessarily imply transgression 
and sca-levcl falls regressions, because these tenns refer 
to lateral shits of the shoreline (the coast indicated in maps) 
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toward the continent or the sea respectively, because 
another essential elemcnt is the sediment supply (Fig. 2A). 
High input can produce regression with stable or rising 
sea levels; in contrast, reduced input can favour 
transgression even with stable sea levels. 

Positive eustatic oscillations not always reach the same 
topographical elcvation. This implies that sedimentary 
units forming an apparently conformable succession of 
coastal deposits separated by erosional surfaces formed 
during "sea-level falls" record only a part of eustatic 
history between the deposition of the oldest and the 
youngest outcropping units. Mo."t probably the erosionfl l 
surfaces represent one or more oscillations (Dabrio, Zazo 
et al., 1996, Zazo et al., 1996). Of course palaeontological 
or radiometric controls- may, at least theoretically, solve 
this problem, but very often the eustatic events are too 
rapid as compared to organic evolution, or there are not 
materials suitable for radiometry. Besides, many eustatic 
events either leave no recognisable deposits (even if sea 
levels reached an adequate elevation) or their deposits were 
eroded later on. Last, but not least, it is not always easy or 
possible to discriminate between adjacent sedimentary 
units due to similarity of facies and fossil contents. 

As eustatic oscillations take place superimposed at 
various scales and havc diverse wavelengths (Fig. 2B), 
shifts of the shoreline may look chaotic and the resulting 
sedimentary record more or less unforeseeable (Fig. 2C). 
Coastal scdiments occur spread on large areas of the basin 
margins as the shoreline shifts back and forth, and a good 
part ofit is eroded by thc moving shoreline, tidal ch~nnels 
and subaerial processes during lowstands. 

Tectonic uplift and/or subsidence also control the 
stratigraphical architecture of coastal units (Fig. 3). For 
this reason it is morc adequate to speak about relative 
changes of sca level. It is not difficult to recognise the 
tectonic trends and the velocity of movement by compar
ing the topographic elevations of the coastline in two 
geological ages (Zazo et aI., 1 99~). Generally speaking, 
coastal units arc arranged in offlap or in staircase in stable 
or uplifted areas whereas they occur stacked or onlapping 
in subsiding regions (Fig. 3). 

Estimation of eustatic magnitudes is relatively easy 
when continuous seismic profiles are available and the 
lateral shift of the coastal onlap can be measured. How
ever, surface studies (and more specifically the study of 
Quaternary units) are based mostly in laterally discontinu
ous outcrops (cliffs, quarries, road cuts) and vertical sec
tions. These require to study and interpret the thickness, 
environmental and palaecological meaning, and water 
depth at which facies were depositcd, and careful use of 
the so-called Waiter's 'law' (Dabrio & Polo, 1987). Then 
it is time to dcduce the location of the shoreline or other 
fcatures able to indicate watcr-depths. 

The most reliable indicator of the sea level (datwn) is 
the plunge step found at the lower foreshore in microtidal 
and tide!ess coasls (Fig. 4). In low energy coasts the break
ers form a step at Ihe base of the swash zone which 
probably marks the transition between upper and lower 
flow regime of back swash. In fossil examples the stcp is 
preserved mostly in two ways depending on t he 
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Fig. 3 • Geometry and sedimentary models ofTyrrhcnian marine units as related to tectonics 
and distance to the source of sediment (after Zazo el af., 1993). 

predominant grain size. In gravelly beaches it is marked 
by an accumulation of the coarsest grain sizes available, 
locally crude planar cross bedding pointing seawards is 
preserved. In sandy beaches it is evidenced by a change 
from the seaward-inclined parallel lamination of the swash 
zone to tabular cross bedding pointing to seaward. 

Fig. 4 - Useofcross bedding generated by the plunge.step in the 
lower fores hore, to reconstruct beach progradalion and 
retrogradation, and short-tenn trcnds of sea-level oscillations 

The limit between shoreface and foreshore is used in 
tidal coasts, but considerably less p recise. Finally, a 
correction for compaction must be incorporated. ParticuJar 
attention must be paid to erosional surfaces. For instance, 
the landward retreat of a barrier island produces two 
erosional surfaces related to breaking waves in the 
foreshore and to the base of tidal channels and inlets. (modified after Bardajl et al., 1990). 
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Fig. 5 - Sequence ofTyrrhenian beach deposits exposed along the western (right) margin ofRamblaAmoladeras. Offlapping faties 
arrangement and sinistral (N40-45°E) and dextral (N 140· 1600E) wrench fau lt systems with vertical movement (modified 

after Goy et aI., 1989). 
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EVIDENCE OF SEA-~EVEL CHANGES IN 
COARSE-GRAINED BEACH DEPOSITS 

One of the best preserved sequences of prograding 
Tyrrbenian deposits in the Western Mediterranean is nicely 
exposed along the western (right) margin ofRambla (wadi) 
Amoladeras (lazo et al., 1998). The Last Interglacial (IS 
5) is characterised by three sea~level higbstands during 
ISS 5e, represented by three maiine terraces in Almeria 
(Zazo et al., 1993) with a mean age of 128 ka (Goy et al. , 
1986, Hillaire-Marcel et al., 1986), suggesting climatic 
instability. A marine terrace corresponding to ISS 5c (ca. 
95 Ka) is recorded in a ll coastal sectors, and anotber 
marine unit representing ISS 5a (ca. 85 ka) in uplifting 
trending sectors of Almeria and Alicante. 

In RamblaArnoladeras, three Tyrrhenian morpho-sedi
mentary units correlated with the isotopic stages 7, 5e and 
5c occur separated by erosional surfaces with beach 
features and evidence of early cementation (Fig. 5). These 
units represent bigbstand facies during the Next to Last 
and Last Interglacials, and erosional surfaces indicate the 
intervening falls ofsca level. Acolian dunes separatc thC!lC 
units from the underlying units older beach deposits 
(IS II or 9). 

Sedimentary units were deposited in gravelly beaches 
with a warm fauna of Strombus bubonius, between 180 
and 100 Ka. The outcrop is affected by a system of normal 
faults directed N 140- 160oE, that locally produces a 
d isp lacement o f the present coastline. A fault d irected 
N40-60° E controls both the elevations at which beach 
deposits occur at both sides of the rambla and the sudden 
inflexions of the present coast. 

The offiapping pattern oftbe morpho-sedimentary units 
and their variable elevations reflect tectonic activity with 
mean uplift rates of 0.068 mm/yr. This fact, together with 
isotopic data. suggest that the sea level during Isotopic 
Substages 5c, 5e, and 7a was very close. Beach deposits 

® IIECONPlIUCTlON OF A rtRIIIIENlAH BEACti 
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consist mostly of' conglomerates, sandstones and 
mud stones arranged in coarsening-upwards sequences 
(Dabrio et 01, 1984, 1985) that include in ascending order 
(Fig. 6) : (I) A lower unit of parallel-laminated and 
wave-ripple cross-lam inated micaceous sandstones, 
commonly burrowed, representing the lower shoreface and 
transi tion zones. (2) A middle unit of trough cross-bedded 
sand and gravel corresponding to shore face zone under 
wave action. These two units are poorly exposed. (3) An 
accumulation of the coarsest grain sizes available on the 
coastline, decreasing upwards up to well sorted fine gravel. 
(4) An upper interval of well sorted, parallel-laminated 
gravel, gently inclined towards the sea, representing the 
upper par1 of the foreshore and berm. 

EUSTATIC CHANGES AND STRATIGRAPHIC 
ARCHITECTURE OF GILBERT-TYPE DELTAS 

The bay of Cuatro Calas (Aguilas, Murcia Province) 
was generated during Late Pliocene times by a local down
ward bending of older Neogene materials (Zazo et al. , 
1998). The bay, marginal to the Mediterranean St:a, 
extended inland in an western direction and was filled 
with a complex succession of units separated by erosional 
surfaces that in so me cases removed most of th e 
sedimentary record . The four older units (I to 4, Fig. 7) 
are large-scale cross stra tified, with large fo resets 
(cJinoforms). The younger units occur under a general 
tabular geometry made up of a large number of interbed
ded marine (M-O to M-5) and terrestrial (T-O to T-3) 
deposits arranged in a multi-storey transition zone. The 
vertical stacking of all these units generated a Gilbert
type delta which records a complex history of relative 
sea-level changes. tectonic trends and modifications of 
sediment supply. Successive delta lobes progressively 
filled the bay during highstands, but erosion removed part 
of the lobes during lowstands. 

-
,landwanl ~ 

~ MotIflVBl (Stoml) 

~~------ ~-- -~---~~~-

~----
Fig. 6 - (A) Typical beach profile for Mediterranean gravelly coasts. (8) Composite sequence of facies generated by 

progradation of gravelly beaches. (Modified after Dabrio et al., 1984, 1985). 
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Fig. 7 - Panorama of the Cuartelillo hill (modified after Dabrio et at., 1991). Numbers indicate sedimentary units. 

The proposed model is a delta connected to a coarse
grained river plain with rapidly shifting channels, flowing 
mostly from the north (line source) (Fig. 8). Terrestrial 
(fluvial) deposits include coarse-grained (channel fi ll) and 
fine-grained (flood pain) facies. The coarser grain sizes 
were retained in gravelly reflective beaches at the wave
worked delta front. Terrestrial and coarse-grained coastal 
deposits overlay the foreset unit with an intervening flat, 
erosional surface gently inclined in the average direction 
of delta progradation (ESE). Adelta platfonn covered with 
burrowed sand and scattered pebbles and boulders 
extended seaward of the wave-worked delta front. Shallow 
marine 10 coastal deposits consist of light yellow to grey, 
well sorted, conglomerates with rounded and notably 
spherical c1asts deposited in coarse-grained beaches of the 
reflective type. A steep slope with dips ranging from 25" 
to 12° connected the delta platform with the shelf. 
Clinoforms evidence the prograciation of units under the 
action of sediment-laden currents which supplied sand to 

the basin margin and slope. Alternation of short periods 
with hyperpicnical flows down tbe delta slope (dominance 
ofsedimenlation) and longer periods of quietness (domi
nance of bWTowing) conditioned Ihe internal structure of 
the foreset. The Cuatro Calas Gilbert delta is comparable 
to present-day deltas of ephemeral streams feeding 
gravelly beaches in SE Spain. Progradation of the delta 
generated a two-fold large-scale cross-stratification: a 
topographically lower high-angle related to the advancing 
delta-foreset and the upper onc associated to progradation 
of beach units (Fig. 8). 

Evidence of eustatic changes come fro m the seep
sided, large-scale erosional surfaces in the foreset facies 
that progress deep into the previous foreset deposits with 
variable orienlations. These are interpreted as incision and 
partial destruction of delta-front and forese! deposits 
during relative falls of sea level. New delta lobes deposited 
during later highstands had to adapt to inherited topogra
phies (Fig. 9) and prograded to E, ESE, SE, and E as sbo'NII 

pia'"," 
sand .. pebbles 

LOW 

loreshore berm 
gravel -.. gravel 

HIGH ANGLE CROSS BEDDING 
progradation of delta foreset 

Fig. 8 - Model of Gilbert-type delta in Cuatro Calas (modified after Dabrio et al. , 1991). 
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STAGE I STAGE 11 
LOWSTAND AND EROSiON H~HSTANO AND DEPOSmON OF A NEW LOBE 

Fig. 9· Generation of a complex GilberHype delta (modified after Dabrio et al., 1991). 
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Fig. 10· Sequence SIf3tigraphy in the Cualro Calas Gilbert-type delta (modified after Dabrio el al., 1991). 

by dip of clinofonns in units I to 4 respectively. Sequence 
strarigraphy of the foreset Wlits is explained by fluctua
tions of sea level (Fig. 10), but only the highstand delta 
deposits are exposed; lowstand wedges lay under the 
present sea level. Bllcksets overlying the erosions I 
surfaces were deposited during relative lowstand and early 
transgressive episodes. 
Thus, the development of the complex Gilbert-type delta 
followed a repetitive pattern in response to fluctuations of 
sea level: progradation ofhighstand Gilbert-type delta was 
followed by entrenchment and coastal wedge in lowstand 
and early transgression (Fig. 10). The various parts of the 
delta reacted differently to these sea-level changes and 
generated variable facies associations. Progradation of 
complex delta prisms does not imply a continuous 
stillstand as previously assumed for simple Gilbert-type 
deltas. The rapid evolution of the bay-fill can be related to 
high-frequency fluctuat ions of sea leve l already 
documented in SE Spain during Late Pliocene and 
Quaternary, superimposed on longer-lasting tectonic 
activity. 

THE INFLUENCE OF ACCOMMODATION SPACE 
GENERATED BY EUSTASY AND TECTONICS 

It is well illustrated by the late Messinian Sorbas 
Member in Almeria province around the town of Sorbas 
due to absence of burrowing by raised water salinity and 
exposure along a network of up to 30-m deep canyons 
(Roep et al.; 1979, 1998). This uni t consists in its type 

area of an up to 75 m thick parasequence set of three 
prograding coastal barriers (sequences I-m ), associated 
with lagoon and washover sedimcnts (Dabrio, Roep et al., 
1996). Logging and careful correlation of fifteen vertical 
sections permit to reconstruct and discuss pattems of 
relative sea-level movements between decimetres, up to 
15 m within a parasequence. Excellent examples of non
tidal transgressive facies are characterised by lagoon and 
washover sediments instead of the usual combination 
of washover and tidal deposits (channel and flood-tidal 
delta). 

The lower two sequences are deposited in a relatively 
large, tectonically enhanced wedge shaped accommoda
tion space. They show both fining-up, deepeni ng 
sequences, followed by prograding coarsening-up shoaling 
sequences and can be compared to the classical 
parasequences of the Western Intcrior Basin (USA). 
Progradation of sequence II was interrupted-by a major 
slide event (most likely triggered by an earthquake), that 
caused more than 400-m scaward slumping of a stretch of 
t km of coastal sands. 

The arcbillXture uf sequence IU is more complex due 
to limited accommodation space characteristic for the late 
highstand, with a wedge-shaped accommodation space to 
the east ("sea") that changed to a more box-shaped space 
towards the west ("land") (Fig. ItA). Therefore, this 
setting was very sensitive to sea level fluctuations and the 
coastline reacted in a jumpy way. 

Taking the thickness of Unit III as an indicator of water 
depth and magnitude of sea-level fluctuations involved in 
the cbanges of coastlines, a water depth of ca. IOm is 
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Fig. II - (A) Influenceofthe available acconunodation space in the generation of coastal units. I to 4: ideal steps during fluctuations 
(modified from Dabrio, Roep et al., 1996). (8) Influence ofteclonically induced irregularities in the substnltum on the location of 

beach ridges and lagoons (modified after Dabrio, Fortuin et al., 1998). 

deduced (Fig. 12). This is further supported by the poSition 
that occupy in the vertical sequence certain sedimentary 
features indicative of the coastline such as bird-foot tracks, 
swash zones, and beach-rock levels. 

Next to relative sea-level changes and differential 
uplift also related geometrical factors such as genUe and 
locally occurring synsedimentary folding appear to have 
influenced the stratigraphic architecture of the Sorbas 
Member and bad palaeogeographic implications. The 
creation of a roughly N-S trending ridge and swell 
morphology around Sorbas contro lled the prominent N-S 
orientation of the beach ridges and lagoons(Fig. IIB). The 
ris ing areas ("anticlines") acted as nucleation areas for 
barrier islands. whereas the intervening gentle depressions 
favoured the development of lagoons. A crucial point is 
that the (present) difference in elevations between 
these areas is usually 3 or 4 m, and most of the 
irregularity was compe nsa ted a ft er depos ition of 
Unit 1II (Fig. 12). 

In the field. Sequence UI is readily recognised as a 
parasequence. Upon closer inspection, however, it appears 
to consist of juxtaposed transgressive and prograding parts, 
separated by erosional surfaces and flooding surfaces due 
to sea level fluctuations within the limited accommoda
tion space. Minor transgressions induced formation of 
landward moving washover fan systems intercalated in 
lagoonal mud, which finally were partly eroded by the 
retreating barrier. Periods of forced regression caused the 
seaward stepping oftemporary barriers coastline over more 
than 1.5 km, leaving behind "stranded" coastal barriers 
(Fig. IIA). During this process these may show landward 
erosion, or seaward progradation dependant of the smaller 
sea-level fluctuations. The lateral jumping and erosional 
surfaces in parasequence 111 seem 10 be good indicators 
for a much more reduced accommodation space, as is the 
exaggerated influence of waves in the foreshore as 
destructive agents. Due 10 its more complex facies 
architecture, Sequence ill might form a nomenclatorial 
problem: is it one parasequence or in fact a composite of 
4 stacked parasequences, i.e. o f similar ranking as 
sequences I and ll. given the largest sea-level fluctuations 
deduced? A main conclusion is that erroneous sequential 
(stratigraphic) interpretations are easily made when 
accommodation space is limited. 
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THE RECORD OF ESTUARJNE INFILL DURING 
THE LAST POSTGLACIAL TRANSGRESSION 

The late Pleistocene and Holocene evolution of the 
estuaries in the Gulf ofCadiz (SW Spain) has been studied 
using dri ll cores, logs, trenches, and 38 new radiocarbon 
data. The results were compared with the shelf to obtain 
the sedimentary interpretation of the estuarine fill of the 
incised valleys (Fig. 13) created along the present coast 
of the Gulf of Cadiz during the Last Glacial fall of sea 
level (Dabrio et al., 1999,2000). 
The studied estuaries record repeated incision during falls 
of sea level with preserved deposition during at least two 
highstands of Late Pleistocene (IS 3) and Holocene ages. 
The overall pattern correlates with the 4'-.order eustatie 
oscillations and the superimposed 5 .... order cycles 
recorded in depositional sequences found in the shelf off 
the study area (Somoza et al.. 1997. Nelson et al., 1999, 
Rodero et al., 1999). 

The Odiel, Tinto and Guadalete rivers deposited 
conglomerates during a highsland that did not reach the 
p resent sea leve l dated at ca. 25-30 Ka (I S 3), 
corresponding to a relatively humid period in the area. 
Rivers incised these coarse-grained deposits during the 
last main lowstand at ca. 18 Ka, when sea level dropped 
10 - 120 m and the coastline lay 14 km seawards from the 
present. The erosional surface is a sequence boundary and 
also the flooding surface of the postglacial eustatic rise, 
overlain by the valley-fi ll deposits o f the transgressive and 
highstand phases of the last 4'" and 5"'-order depositional 
sequences recognised in the shelf. Vanney et al. (1985) 
found erosional channels in the shelf of Pleistocene age 
that have been covered by Ho locene sediments 

According to data from the shelf (Hemindez-Molina 
et aJ., 1994), at the beginning of the Holocene and the 
F1andrian transgression (ea. 10.000 yr BP) the sea level in 
the Gulf of Cadiz was 30-35 m below present MSL. The 
fin:1 marine evidence of the Holocene (Flandrian) trans

. gression in the studied estuaries occurs 30 m below present 
MSL in Guadalete and 22 to 30 m below present MSL in 
Odiel- Tinto incised valleys. These differences reveal 
topographic irregularities along the thalweg of the riven:. 

The maximum flooding occurred at ca. 6500 yr BP 
(Zazo et al., 1994), coinciding with the maximum land-
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ward migration of the estuarine barrier in the Guadalete. 
Most of the input of fluvial sediment was trapped in the 
bay-head deltas and the axial zones of the estuaries. 
After 6500 yr BP the evolution of the estuarine filling is 
closely related to the decrease of the rate of sea-level rise 
from 5.7 mm yrl between 10000 and 6500 yr BP, to 2.6 
mm yr' between 6500 and 4000 yr BP recorded in the 
central estuarine basin. The rate offluvial input to estuaries 
surpassed the rate of sea-level rise (i.e., creation of 
accommodation), favouring the vertical accretion of tidal 
flats and the accumulation of the spit unit Hz colonised by 
human settlements (BOIja et al., 1999). Vegetation changed 
to more arid conditions. The increase in vertical accretion 
caused a reduction of the tidal prisms in the estuaries that 
allowed the accumulation of slable spit barriers and the 
apparent effect .of waves was magnified. The effecl is 
particularly felt between 2500-2700 yr BP, when the spit 
unit H) began to grow and the first associated aeolian 
foredWle syslems accumulated. In Guadalele, two fluv ial 
courses supplied sediment 10 the active littoral drift and 
favoured the growth of a broad H) spit barrier crossed by 
aRoman way. In the last 500 years, the confluence oflittoral 
dri ft, large fluv ial input magnified by deforestation, increasing 
aridity favoured the accumulation of the large H4 spit Wlits. 
Historical data, particularly the present position of watch 
towers built in the 17" century AD, evidence rapid coastal 
progradation rates up 10 3 m yrl (Lario el aI., 1995). 

The filling follows a twofold pattern in response to 
the progressive change from vertical accretion to lateral 
(centripetal) progradation. First, subaqueous sedimenta-

tion greatly reduces water depth and the accommodation 
space, but that does not have an appreciable effect in the 
surface morphology, except near the bay-head delta. Then, 
the surface occupied by the flooded estuary diminishes 
rapidly due 10 fast expansion of the emergent areas, 
producing rapid geographical changes and landscape 
modifications. 

A main derivation is that only the radiocarbon .data 
and depths for a single drill core can be used to construct 
reliable cUlVes of subsidence rate. A single curve reflects 
sedimentation in a parlicular spot of the estuary. 
Comparison of curves obtained in an estuary will give a 
"mean" cUlVe of subsidence. 

Three washover fans breaking the part. of the spit active 
atca. l750AD may be the result of the tsunami associated 
10 the so-called 1755 Lisbon earthquake that reached a 
Richter magnitude 8.5-9 (Dabrio, Goy et al., 1998. Luque 
el aI., 1999). It is difficult to date accurately the washover 
fans because of the lack of suitable fossil remains. 
Continued southwards migration of the San Pedro River 
channel since 1755 has eroded the area immediately to 
the south of the spit barring the chances of finding other 
preserved remains. 

T HE RECORD OF EUSTATIC CHANGES IN 
PLEISTOCENE AEO LlAN DEPOSITS, GULF OF 
CADIZ 

Coastal areas that remained largely emergent during 
eustatic oscillations under aeolian influence (Menantcau, 
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1979, Borja 1997) also record the changes, althougb the 
stratigraphic record is somewhat different. The Quater
nary sandy deposi ts fo rming the E l Asperillo cliffs 
(Huelva) exemplifies this case study. Here, the 
stratigraphic relationsh ips, genesis and chronology 
including radiocarbon dating were studied with special 
emphasis on the influence of neotectonic activity, sea-level 
changes and climate upon the evolution of a subaerial 
coastal zone (Dabrio; Borja et al., 1996, Zazo et al., 1999). 
NonnaJ faults active during the Quaternary conditioned 
the sedimentation in the coastal zones of SW Spain. The 
E-W trending Torre del Loro normal fault was a major 
control on aeolian sedimentation in the area of the El 
Asperillo cliffs during the Late Pleistocene (Fig. 14) and 
on the coastline di rections during the Middle and Late 
Pleistocene. The fault separates two tectonic blocks but 
its movement stopped before the Holocene. Tilting of the 
upthrown fault block (Torre del Loro - Mazagon) to the 
Northwest during the Early and Middle Pleistocene 
controlled the displacement towards the Northwest of 
fluv iat il e channe ls of a tributary of the palaeo
Guadalquivir River. In this block, marine deposits of 
probable Last Interglacial age have been preserved, and 
are subaeriaUy exposed nowadays. Their presence in the 
area is mentioned for the first time in this paper. In our 
model, the Torre del Loro fault created accommodation 
space in the downthrown block where aeolian sediments 
accumulated during the Last Glacial period, and probably 
during part of the Last Interglacial. The vertical offset along 
this fault is 80 m since the Early Pleistocene, and 18to 20 
m during the Late Pleistocene. 

At present, the most active normal-fault ~ystem trends 
NW-SE, controlling the direction of the shoreline and the 
pattern offluviati le valleys on land and of drowned fluvial 
valleys on the shelf. T his system and the important 
NNE-SSW system separate blocks, like the Abalario sector, 
in 'domino tectonics ' fashion along the Huelva coast. 

Six aeolian and aeolian-related sand deposits (Units I 
to 6, Fig. 14), stacked in the downthrown block, are sepa
rated by bOlUlding surfaces (supersurfaces) in response to 
major changes in sand supply and wetness of the substra
tum which controlled the depth of the water table. In 
contrast, the aeolian deposits below the iron crust in the 
upthrown block, thought to correspond to Units 1 to 3, are 
thinner and deposited on drier substrata, with several 
supersurfaces marked by palaeosoils indicating repeated 
degradation and deflation. 

Thus, the oldest deposits occur in the upthrown block. 
They are Early to Middle Pleislocene fluviatile deposits, 
probable Late Pleistocene shallow-marine deposits along 
an E-W trending shoreline, and Late Pleistocene and 
Ho locene aeolian sands deposited under prevailing 
southerly winds. Six Pleistocene and Holocene aeolian 
units accumulated in the downthrown block. Of these, Unit 
1 is separated from the overlying Unit 2 by a supersurface 
that represents the end of the Last Interglacial. 
Accumulation of Unit 2 took place during the Last Glacial 
lUlder more arid conditions than Unit 1. The supersurface 
separating Units 2 and 3 was fonned between the Last 
Glacial maximum at 18000 I·C yr BP and -14 000 14C yr 
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BP, the latter age corresponding to an acceleration of the 
rise of sea level. Unit 3 records wet conditions. The 
supersurface separating Units 3 and 4 fossilised the Torre 
del Loro fault and the two fau lt blocks. Units 4 (deposited 
before the 4'" millennium BC), 5 (> 2700 I·C yr BP to 
16th century) and 6 (16th century to present) record 
relatively arid conditions. Prevailing wind directions 
changed with lime from W (Units 2--4) to WSW (Unit 5) 
and SW (Unit 6). 

The generation of the aeolian deposits started prior the 
Last Glacial period and continued until the present day. 
Aeolian Units 4, 5 and 6 are probably re lated to 
progradation of spit systems in estuarinc barriers. The sedi
mentation gaps found in the spits may correspond to the 
supersurfaces separating Units 4, 5 and 6. Both seem to 
be related to short-lived (250-300 yr), relatively humid 
periods with a re lative rise of sea level. 

Wind directions changed during the deposition of the 
aeolian dunes: the oldest recorded (upthrown fault block) 
blew towards the north and south. Units 2, 3, and 4 accu
mulated under prevailing westerly winds. Palaeowinds 
blew from the WSW during Unit 5 and. as at present. from 
the Southwest during Unit 6 . The change in palaeowind 
directions from Unit 4 to Unit 5 may be related to a change 
from wetter to more arid conditions since 4000 I·C yr BP, 
as suggested by pollen in Las Madres peat bog. 

There are also three systems of dune systems re lated 
to estuarine barriers in the Gulf of Cadiz (Borja et al. , 
1999). The oldest onc, 0 I. accumulated under prevailing 
WSW winds during the 1st millennium BC overlays both 
the occupational horizons of Late Ncolithic-Early Copper 
(4th millennium BC) and the 'lithic workshop levels' (4th. 
2nd millennium BC). The middle dune system 02. con
taining both Roman and Medieval remains, accumulated 
between (7) 131h (7) _14'h century and 17th century AD. 
The youngest 03 system occurs associated to the time of 
building of watchtowers in 17th century AD but extends 
to the present. It is related to prevailing winds from the 

sw. The absence of aeolian deposits prior to -2700 cal 
BP is the result of trapping ofa lara:e part of the sediment 
supply in the estuaries, which starved the neighbouring 
beaches and aeolian sett ings. Aeolian accumulation 
reached significant values when sedimentation in the 
coastal zone changed from being mainly aggradational in 
the estuaries (- 6500·2700 cal BP) to mainlyprogradational 
in spit barriers and related dunes (post -2700 cal BP). 
The present ana lysis of aeolian systems suggests a 
non·direct correlation, at least in some cases, between 
coastal progradation of sp it barriers and aridity as 
previously assumed. 

CONCLUSroNS 

Six conceptual models exemplify diverse in 
stratignphic architectures in response to various types of 
relative sea-level change and associated lateral shift ofthe 
shoreline (Fig. 16). Illustrated arc 6 (1 - VI) hypothetical 
eustatic sea level curvcs (the sinuous lines in the middle) 
deduced from these deposits and associated shifts of the 
coast line thnt can bc reconstructed from the lateral and 
vertical stacking of tbe coastal sediments (left). 

(I) Coastal onlap records a steady rise of sea level 
(which, in principle, is considered to be continuous, see 
thick heavy line) during a single eustatic oscillation (sl1 , 
s12 , etc. indicate successive positions of sea leve l). 
However, a discontinuous rise may produce the same 
effect, particularly if scrutiny of sections is not careful 
enough. During this process the shoreline moves land· 
and upward. 

(II) Discontinuous coastal on lap may reflect a 
continuous sea level rise with variable sedimcnt input 
(thick line at the left), a two·step rise with an intervening 
interruption, Of sudden jump upwards (line in the centre). 
or (even) an interveniogminor fall (line at the right). 10 the 
meantime, the shoreline progresses as in the former case. 
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(IU) Coastal offlap records (quasi) steady sea level. 
Seaward shift of shoreline may (or may not) be preceded 
by other shifts (dotted linc with question mark). 

(IV) A complex coastal oftlap with thrce prograding 
beach units (B-1, B-2, B-3) at diffcrent top ographic 

elevations, each composed of minor prograding units (a, 
b, c), records at least a first sea level rise followed by 
eustalic oscillations reaching progressively lower 
elevations. The shoreline follows a zigzagging pattern. 

(V) Two beach units (B- 1 older than B-2), each with 
minoroffiapping Wlits (a, b, c) record at least two sea-level 
maxima reaching progressively higher elevations, with an 
intervening stillstand, or minor fall that complete these 
oscillations. The shoreline follows a zigzagging pattern. 

(VI) A combination offonner cases may produce much 
more complex stratigraphical architectures, such as in the 
discontinuous coastal onlap plus simple offlap . 

These models can be applied to the former case stud
ies but it must be noted that differentiation in the ficld 
between situation IV and V may be difficult when thc 
boundaries arc incompletely exposed.. Furthermore, the 
lateral and vertical rela tionships are much more compli
cated due to the interplay of various orders of magnitude 
of sea level changes. 
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